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【主

題】105 學年度資工系暑期訪問學生心得分享

【分享報導】
今年暑期有 5 位來自法國 CPE Lyon 及 Telecom Saint-Etienne 二所大學學生至本系訪問，接
待老師為本系林俊宏教授，訪問期間為 7 月 3 日至 8 月 31 日。以下是其中 4 位來臺訪問心得：

◎ Gael VENIN (CPE Lyon)
I’m Gael, 23, I’m a French student in Master’s Degree (CPE Lyon
School) and I currently do a 2-months internship in the Department of
Computer Sciences & Engineering at NSYSU thanks to Professor
Chung-Hung Richard Lin.
For me, Taiwanese and more specifically Kaohsiung people are
really open-minded, friendly and abordable for day life. Even through
the language barrier, they still try to help foreigners as best as they can. Also, people are modest and
honest, maybe this is the biggest gap between the European/French culture and the Taiwanese. It
could seems funny but I wish all French people act like this, then some daylife conflicts could be
avoided.
About studying, I believe NSYSU put in place the financial, technical and cultural means for
their students. It has the chance to have a great infrastructure and different efficient departments.
Professors and also administration employees do their best and work amazingly fast, they also are
reactive, proactive and available for the students which is very appreciable.
To put in a nutshell, the Kaohsiung/Taiwanese mood is really relaxing, people are smart and kind.
The comeback to France will be tough the first days.
◎ Quentin RAND (Telecom Saint-Etienne)
When I arrived in Taipei I was a little bit lost, I was really jet
lagged and the city was super huge for me. So I was anxious at the
beginning. Since the second day I’m in Tainan, I discovered that
people here can take on their time to try to help me and give me some
advices. After that, I came in Kaohsiung and my internship really began. I spend something like one
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7 weeks in Kaohsiung and I don’t want to leave. The life on the campus was just awesome, I found
some people to have fun everyday and some nights, and here the city is still leaving during the night
and for me it was impressive and pleasant. Even Mister Lin invited us in a good place to discover the
various food that we can find in Taiwan. It was really good for me to see how people are living here
and how they think. In the end, I can say that my internship was nearly the best holidays of my life.
Thank you for everything !!!!
◎ Paul Balvay (Telecom Saint-Etienne)
I passed more the share of my time to visit
Kaohsiung and the surroundings. I also took partin a trip
all the way along on the east side of Taiwan. That has
me enormously more, since Icould completely see
seeing the beauty of the island. But I also understood the
geopoliticalsituation of Taiwan with the world but
especially with China. Moreover I as tested best as I could understand the culture and the state of
mind of people. That was enormously different from whatI had seen up to that point. I adored this
stay, thatenormously opened me the spirit. The visit of the temples and the small districts enabled me
to see another way of thinking and to interiorize thethings. The way of working and of living with the
daily newspaper here has me enormously more.
I thank you for having taken to me as raises forthis internship which was one of best of my life.
◎ KARAKUS VALENTIN (CPE Lyon)
When I arrived in Kaohsiung I was very excited because it was my first
trip in Asia.
About the school :
I was very happy to be greeted friendly by my professor Richard
Lin and my Taiwanese classmate. The research projects conducted at
NSYSU are very interesting and rewarding for my curriculum.
About the people / culture:
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I was very impressed by the kindness of people. I discovered that people here can take on their
time to try to help me and give me some advices. Some people did not speak English but they want
to help you. The Taiwanese are very welcoming to foreigners. Most of the time they want to take
pictures with me and it really makes me happy.
About the country :
I had the opportunity to visit the island from east to west and from south to north and i was
dazzled by the landscape.
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